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Themassive development of theworld
electronic technology follows a gen-
eral trend of miniaturization, portabil-

ity, and functionality. The development of
computers is a typical example of miniatur-
ization, from the vacuum-tube-based huge-
sized machine to solid-state MOSFET-based
mainframe computers and later laptop

computers. The tremendous increase of
popularity of handheld cell phones is a
typical example of portable/mobile electro-
nics. The next few decades will be about
building functionality on existing electro-
nics, which inevitably involves developing a
range of sensors including but not limited
to navigation, motion, chemical, biological,
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ABSTRACT Triboelectrification is an effect that is known to each and every one
probably since ancient Greek time, but it is usually taken as a negative effect and is
avoided in many technologies. We have recently invented a triboelectric nanogenerator
(TENG) that is used to convert mechanical energy into electricity by a conjunction of
triboelectrification and electrostatic induction. As for this power generation unit, in the
inner circuit, a potential is created by the triboelectric effect due to the charge transfer
between two thin organic/inorganic films that exhibit opposite tribo-polarity; in the
outer circuit, electrons are driven to flow between two electrodes attached on the back
sides of the films in order to balance the potential. Since the most useful materials for
TENG are organic, it is also named organic nanogenerator, which is the first using organic
materials for harvestingmechanical energy. In this paper, we review the fundamentals of
the TENG in the three basic operation modes: vertical contact-separation mode, in-plane
sliding mode, and single-electrode mode. Ever since the first report of the TENG in January 2012, the output power density of TENG has been improved 5 orders of
magnitude within 12 months. The area power density reaches 313 W/m2, volume density reaches 490 kW/m3, and a conversion efficiency of∼60% has been
demonstrated. The TENG can be applied to harvest all kinds of mechanical energy that is available but wasted in our daily life, such as human motion, walking,
vibration, mechanical triggering, rotating tire, wind, flowingwater, andmore. Alternatively, TENG can also be used as a self-powered sensor for actively detecting
the static and dynamic processes arising from mechanical agitation using the voltage and current output signals of the TENG, respectively, with potential
applications for touch pad and smart skin technologies. To enhance the performance of the TENG, besides the vast choices of materials in the triboelectric series,
from polymer to metal and to fabric, the morphologies of their surfaces can be modified by physical techniques with the creation of pyramid-, square-, or
hemisphere-based micro- or nanopatterns, which are effective for enhancing the contact area and possibly the triboelectrification. The surfaces of the materials
can be functionalized chemically using various molecules, nanotubes, nanowires, or nanoparticles, in order to enhance the triboelectric effect. The contact
materials can be composites, such as embedding nanoparticles in a polymer matrix, which may change not only the surface electrification but also the
permittivity of thematerials so that they can be effective for electrostatic induction. Therefore, there are numerousways to enhance the performance of the TENG
from the materials point of view. This gives an excellent opportunity for chemists and materials scientists to do extensive study both in the basic science and in
practical applications. We anticipate that a better enhancement of the output power density will be achieved in the next few years. The TENG is possible not only
for self-powered portable electronics but also as a new energy technology with potential to contribute to the world energy in the near future.

KEYWORDS: triboelectrification . triboelectric nanogenerator . self-powered system . active sensor . organic nanogenerator
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and gas sensors. The near future development is about
electronics that are much smaller than the size of a cell
phone, so that each person on average can have at
least dozens to hundreds of such small electronics.
Such small-sized electronics operate at ultralow power
consumption, making it possible to be powered by the
energy harvested from our living environment.1 It will
become impractical if sensor networks have to be
powered entirely by batteries because of the huge
number of devices, large scope of distribution, and
difficulty to track and recycle to minimize environmen-
tal impact and possibly health hazards. Therefore,
power sources are desperately needed for indepen-
dent and continuous operations of such small electro-
nics, which could be used widely for ultrasensitive
chemical and bimolecular sensors, nanorobotics,
microelectromechanical systems, remote and mobile
environmental sensors, homeland security, and even
portable/wearable personal electronics.
New technologies that can harvest energy from the

environment as sustainable self-sufficient micro/nano-
power sources are newly emerging fields of nano-
energy, which is about the applications of nano-
materials and nanotechnology for harvesting energy
for powering micro/nanosystems. In the last 8 years,
we have been developing nanogenerators (NGs) for
building self-powered systems and as active sensors.
We havemainly utilized two physics effects for harvest-
ing small-magnitude mechanical energies: piezoelec-
tric effect and triboelectric effect. A basic introduction
about piezoelectric NG has been given in a recent
book2 and a few review articles.3,4 The objective of this
paper is to give a summary about the fundamentals of
the triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG), which is a
device that converts mechanical energy into electricity
using the coupling effects between triboelectrifica-
tion and electrostatic induction through the contact-
separation or relative sliding between two materials
that have opposite tribo-polarity and its updated pro-
gress and potential applications as a new energy
technology and as self-powered active sensors.

Fundamentals of Triboelectrification. The triboelectric
effect is a contact-induced electrification in which a
material becomes electrically charged after it is con-
tacted with a different material through friction. Tribo-
electric effect is a general cause of every day's electro-
statics. The sign of the charges to be carried by a
material depends on its relative polarity in comparison
to the material to which it will contact.

Triboelectric effect is probably one of a few effects
that have been known for thousands of years. Although
this is one of the most frequently experienced effects
that each and every one of us inevitably uses every day,
the mechanism behind triboelectrification is still being
studied possibly with debate.5,6 It is generally believed
that, after two different materials come into contact, a
chemical bond is formed between some parts of the

two surfaces, called adhesion, and charges move from
one material to the other to equalize their electroche-
mical potential. The transferred charges can be elec-
trons or may be ions/molecules. When separated,
some of the bonded atoms have a tendency to keep
extra electrons and some a tendency to give them
away, possibly producing triboelectric charges on sur-
faces. The objective of our study is not to investigate
the mechanism of the triboelectrification, instead, use
it for positive purposes.

Materials that usually have strong triboelectrifica-
tion effect are likely less conductive or insulators, thus,
they usually capture the transferred charges and retain
them for an extended period of time, building up the
electrostatic charges, which are usually considered to
be a negative effect in our daily life and technology
developments. We can use the following examples to
illustrate the damages that can be caused by triboelec-
trification. Aircraft flying will develop static charges
from air friction on the airframe, which will interfere
with radio frequency communication. Electrostatic
charges are an important concern for safety, due to
the fact that it can cause explosion and ignite flam-
mable vapors. Carts/cars that may carry volatile liquids,
flammable gases, or explosive chemicals have to be
discharged properly to avoid fire. Some electronic
devices, most notably CMOS-integrated circuits and
MOSFET transistors, can be accidentally destroyed by
high-voltage static discharge that may be carried by
gloves. Therefore, triboelectrification is mostly taken as
a negative effect in our daily life, industrial manu-
facturing, and transportation. Therefore, by surprise,
although triboelectrification has been known for thou-
sands of years, it has not been used for many positive
applications. In this paper, we give a review on a new,
innovative, and important application of triboelectric
effect for convertingmechanical energy into electricity
and as self-powered active mechanical sensors.

Nanoscale Energy (Nanoenergy) and Macroscale Energy. In
general, energy usually means the power required to

GLOSSARY: triboelectric effect - a contact-induced

electrification in which a material becomes electrically

charged after it is contacted with a different material

through friction;nanoenergy - the applications of nano-

materials and nanotechnology for harvesting energy for

powering micro/nanosystems; triboelectric nanogenera-

tor (TENG) - a device that convertsmechanical energy into

electricity using the coupling effects between triboelec-

trification and electrostatic induction through the contact-

separation or relative sliding between two materials that

have opposite tribo-polarity; self-powered active strain/

force sensors - a sensor that operates using the electric

signal generated by itself in responding to mechanical

triggering or agitation without applying an external

power source;PMMA - polymethyl methacrylate;PDMS -

polydimethylsiloxane;
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run a factory, a city, or a country. This is generally
referred to as macroscale energy, which is measured in
the scale of gigawatt or megawatt. General character-
istics of a technology for macroscale energy are the
total power output, stability, conversion efficiency, and
cost. In many cases, cost is the most important mea-
sure, such as for solar cells (Figure 1).

On the other hand, with the tremendous increase in
the number of portable electronics, developing en-
ergy-storage-related technologies is vitally important
becausemost are run by batteries. Although the power
consumption of each is rather small, the total number
of devices is extremely huge. Over three billion people
around the world have cell phones. With the imple-
mentation of sensor networks around the globe, a
gigantic number of sensors will be distributed world-
wide; powering of such a horrendous network consist-
ing of trillions of sensors would be impossible using
batteries because one has to find the location, replace
batteries, and inspect the proper operation of batteries
from time to time. Energy harvesting from the envi-
ronment in which the senor is employed is a possible
solution. This is the field of nanoenergy, which is the
power for sustainable, maintenance-free, and self-
powered operation of micro/nanosystems.7 The gen-
eral characteristics for nanoenergy power sources are
availability, efficiency, and stability (Figure 1). In a case
where a device is used under the light, the use of solar
energy would be a natural choice. In a case of a device
used near an engine possibly in the dark, harvesting
mechanical vibration energy would be the best choice.
As for biological application, harvesting deformation

energy from muscle stretching would be a good
approach. Althoughwemay have a super high efficient
solar cell, the condition under which the device will
work may have little light, the highly efficient solar cell
is not the choice for this device. Therefore, the type of
energy to be harvested depends on the working
environment of the device. This is what we mean by
the availability of the energy source for a particular
application. The stability of the energy source is also
important because it guarantees the long-term opera-
tion of the device. Take solar cells as an example; it has
strong dependence on the day or night, weather, or
even season. This is the reason that we have been
developing technologies for converting mechanical
energy into electricity for self-powered sensors.

Traditional Triboelectric Generators. Traditional tribo-
electric generator is amechanical device that produces
static electricity or electricity at high voltage by contact
charging. The most popular ones are the Wimshurst
machine and Van de Graaff generator, which were
invented in ∼1880 and 1929, respectively. Both ma-
chines use the accumulated static charges generated
by triboelectrification; the tribo-charges are transferred
from a rotating belt to a metal brush by the corona
discharging (e.g., the electric-field-induced arching of
air); once the accumulated charge density reaches a
critical value, discharging over two opposite electrodes
occurs (Figure 2). It appears that the traditional tribo-
electric generator is a high voltage source, and there is
no current unless there is a discharging.

Triboelectric Nanogenerators. Although the triboelec-
trification effect has been known for thousands of

Figure 1. Magnitude of power and its corresponding applications. Macroscale energy is for powering a city and even a
country; nanoscale energy is to power tiny small electronics. Both applications are measured by different characteristics.
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years, a fundamental understanding about it is rather
limited. Research has been conducted to characterize
the triboelectrification process using various methods
such as rolling sphere tool-collecting-induced charges
from rolling spheres on top of a dielectric disk8,9 and
using atomic force microscopy (AFM) to measure sur-
face electrostatic force or potential on surfaces con-
tacted by micropatterned materials.10�12 However,

these methods either lack an accurate control of the
electrification process and/or cannot directly reveal the
triboelectric interface, thus hardly achieving a quantita-
tive understanding about the in situ triboelectric process.

We have demonstrated an in situ method to quan-
titatively characterize the triboelectrification at the
nanoscale via a combination of contact-mode AFM
and scanning Kelvin probe microscopy.13 As a benefit
of the capability of controlled charge transferring and
in situ measurement, AFM can be used to investigate
the triboelectric charge transfer at surfaces. As amodel
system, a SiO2 thin film was rubbed for multiple cycles
at the same area with constant contact force. The
corresponding scanning Kelvin probe microscopy
images after each friction cycle are shown in Figure 3a,
and the extracted potential profiles are presented
in Figure 3b. Within eight cycles of friction, the magni-
tude of the potential increased from 0.1 to 0.7 V at a
slowing rate. As shown in Figure 3c, there is a clear trend
for the surface charge accumulation and saturation
process. By quantitatively fitting the experimental
data, surface charge density before the triboelectric
process is σ0 = (�12( 3) μC/m2, and saturation charge
density after infinite numbers of cycles of friction is
σ¥ = (�150( 8) μC/m2. The electric field at the vicinity
of the surface is ∼1.7 � 107 V/m, which can easily
generate a high voltage. The contact-induced charge
transfer is the experimental base of our TENG.

Vertical Contact-Separation Mode-Based TENG:

Dielectric-to-Dielectric Case. The discovery of TENG

Figure 2. Wimshurst machine and Van de Graaff generator,
developed a century ago, are the only two possible applica-
tions of triboelectrification related to energy.

Figure 3. Triboelectric charge accumulation on the SiO2 surface with the increase of the number of repeated rubbings at the
same area. (a) Series of surface potential images taken in the same area from intact status to the one after the 8th rubbing
cycles, and (b) their correspondingpotential profiles. (c) Derived surfacepotential as a functionof thenumber of friction cycles
and the simulation based on charge accumulation theory. Reproduced from ref 13. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
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can be traced back to our development of piezoelectric
nanogenerators,1�4 in which ZnO nanowires were
grown on polymer surfaces. The device was usually
fully packaged without gap or void. However, in a case
where a device was not fully packaged so that the
bottom polymer substrate and the top packaging
material might have a relative sliding or contacting, a
voltage of a few volts was generated. This phenomen-
on was first considered as an “artifact” or surface
electrostatic charge andwas ignored. However, in early
2012, we did a systematic study about this phenom-
enon and found that it was a triboelectrification-driven
energy conversion process.14,15 This was the birth of
the TENG, which is distinctly different from the tradi-
tional Van de Graaff generator in a way that electro-
static induction is introduced for output power.

The operating principle of the TENG for the case of
dielectric-to-dielectric in contact mode can be described
by the coupling of contact charging and electrostatic
induction.16 Respectively, Figure 4a,b depicts electric
output of open-circuit voltage and short-circuit cur-
rent. In the original state, no charge is generated or
induced, with no electric potential difference (EPD)
between the two electrodes (Figure 4aI). With an exter-
nally applied force, the two polymers are brought into
contact with each other. Surface charge transfer then
takes place at the contact area due to triboelectrification.

According to the triboelectric series,17,18 which is a list
of materials based on their tendency to gain or lose
charges, electrons are injected from PMMA into Kap-
ton, resulting in net negative charges at the Kapton
surface and net positive charges at the PMMA surface,
respectively. It is worth noting that the insulating
property of the polymers allows a long-time retention
of triboelectric charges for hours or even days. Since
they are only confined on the surface, charges with
opposite signs coincide at almost the same plane,
generating practically no EPD between the two elec-
trodes (Figure 4aII).

As the generator starts to be released, the Kapton
film tends to revert back to its original position due to
its own resilience. Once the two polymers separate, an
EPD is then established between the two electrodes
(Figure 4aIII). If we define electric potential of the
bottom electrode (UBE) to be zero, electric potential
of the top electrode (UTE) can be calculated by

UTE ¼ � σd0

ε0
(1)

where σ is the triboelectric charge density, ε0 is the
vacuum permittivity, and d0 is the interlayer distance at
a given state.

As the generator is being released, Voc increases
until reaching the maximum value when the Kapton

Figure 4. Sketch that illustrates the operating principle of the TENG for dielectric-to-dielectric in contact-separationmode. (a)
Open-circuit condition. (b) Short-circuit condition. The polymer nanowires are not shown for the purpose of simplification.
Reproduced from ref 16. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.
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film fully reverts to the original position (Figure 4aIV
and Figure 4aV). Such a signal will remain constant
provided that the input impedance of the electrometer
is infinitely large.

If pressing is immediately followed, the EPD starts
diminishing as the two polymer layers get closer to
each other. As a result, Voc drops from the maximum
value to zero when a full contact is made again
between the two polymers (Figure 4aV,VI).

If the two electrodes are shorted, any established
EPD shown in eq 1 as the two polymers separate drives
electrons to flow from the top electrode (TE) to the
bottom electrode (Figure 4bIII) in order to balance
the generated triboelectric potential, resulting in an
instantaneous positive current during the releasing
process (Figure 4bIV). The net effect is that induced
charges accumulate with positive sign on the top
electrode and negative sign on the bottom electrode
(Figure 4bV). The induced charge density (σ0) when the
generator is fully released is given by16

σ0 ¼ σd0εrkεrp
d1εrp þ d0εrkεrp þ d2εrk

(2)

where εrk and εrp are the relative permittivity of Kapton
and PMMA, respectively, and d1 and d2 are the thick-
nesses of the Kapton film and the PMMA layer. The
maximum value of σmax

0
is obtained by substituting d3

for d0 in the equation above.
Once the generator is pressed again, reduction of

the interlayer distance would make the top electrode
possess a higher electric potential than the bottom
electrode. As a consequence, electrons are driven from
the bottom electrode back to the top electrode, redu-
cing the amount of induced charges (Figure 4bVI). This
process corresponds to an instantaneous negative
current (Figure 4bV). When the two polymers are in
contact again, all induced charges are neutralized
(Figure 4bII).

Fabrication of the TENG is relatively simple, easy,
low-cost, and sometimes no cleanroom equipment is
even needed. The TENG has a layered structure with
two substrates, as schemed at the top left of Figure 5.19

Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) was selected as the
material for substrates due to its decent strength, light
weight, easy processing, and low cost. On the lower
side, a layer of contact electrode is prepared. The
contact electrode plays dual roles of electrode and
contact surface. It consists of a gold thin film and gold
nanoparticles coated on the surface. In practice, such
nanoparticles can be replaced by any metallic nano-
particles. On the other side, a thin film of gold is
laminated between the substrate and a layer of
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). This electrode is termed
“back electrode” for later reference. The two substrates
are connected by four springs installed at the corners,
leaving a narrow spacing between the contact elec-
trode and the PDMS.

A mechanical shaker was used to apply impulse
impact on the TENG. Here, the interaction force gen-
erated between the gold and the PDMS is defined as
contacting force. Open-circuit voltage (Voc) and short-
circuit current (Isc) were measured to characterize the
TENG's electric performance.With a contacting force of
10 N, the Voc and the Isc are presented in Figure 5a,b,
respectively. The Voc switched between zero and a
plateau value, respectively, corresponding to the con-
tact position and the original position. The Isc exhibits
AC behavior, with an equal amount of electrons flow-
ing in opposite directions within one cycle. The experi-
mental data validate theworking principle described in
Figure 4. It is observed that the current signal for the
separation process has a smaller magnitude but longer
duration than that for the contact process (inset of
Figure 5b). It can be explained by faster contact result-
ing from external impact compared to slower separa-
tion caused by restoring force of the springs. The
polarity of the measured electric signals can be re-
versed upon switching the connection polarity be-
tween the TENG and the measurement instrument.
Furthermore, the AC output could be transferred to
pulse output in the same direction simply by a full-
wave rectifying bridge (Figure 5c).

The NG's electric output is strongly related to the
contacting force, yielding higher output with larger
force. At a force as small as 10 N, the NG can still
produce Isc ranging from 160 to 175 μA (Figure 5d).
When the force increases to 500 N, the electric output
reaches a saturated value, producing a peak Isc of 1.2
mA. This result is due to increased contact area with a
larger force. The two contacting surfaces are neither
absolutely flat nor smooth. With a larger force, due to
elastic property, thePDMScandeformandfillmorevacant
space, thus leading to larger contact area. As a result, the
electric output increases until all the vacant space is com-
pletely filled by the PDMS, reaching a saturated limit.

Resistors were connected as external loads to
further investigate the effective electric power of the
TENG for driving electronics. As demonstrated in
Figure 5e, the instantaneous current drops with in-
creasing load resistance due to Ohmic loss, while the
voltage builds up. Consequently, the instantaneous
power output (W = Ipeak

2 R) reached the maximum at a
load resistance of 1 MΩ. At a contacting force of 500 N,
a power output of 0.42 W was achieved (Figure 5f),
corresponding to a power density of 109 W/m2 for one
layer of TENG. If themechanical shakerwas replaced by
human footfalls, which can generate a contacting force
between 500 and 600 N, the maximum Isc could reach
up to 2 mA, which can simultaneously light up 600
LEDs (Figure 5g). It corresponded to an instantaneous
current of 1.1 mA at a load of 1 MΩ, instantaneous
output power of 1.2W, and power density of 313W/m2.
The corresponding triboelectric surface charge density
of 594.2 μC/m2 is demonstrated.
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Vertical Contact-Separation Mode-Based TENG:

Metal-to-Dielectric Case. The design of the TENG for
the metal-to-dielectric in contact-separation mode is
presented in Figure 6a.20 According to the triboelectric
series, electrons are injected from cellulose paper to

PTFE, resulting in net negative charges (Q) on the PTFE
surface. In a simplified model, the equivalent circuit of
the TENG with an external load of R is illustrated in
Figure 6b�d, in which the device can be regarded as a
flat-panel capacitor. If σ is the charge density of the

Figure 5. Top left: basic structure of the TENG for dielectric-to-dielectric in contact-separationmode. (a) Open-circuit voltage
(Voc) at contacting force of 10 N. Inset: enlarged view of one cycle. Separation causes rising of the Voc to a plateau value, and
contact makes it fall back to zero. (b) Short-circuit current (Isc) at contacting force of 10 N. Inset: enlarged view of one cycle.
Contact and separation correspond to a positive current pulse and a negative current pulse, respectively. (c) Rectified short-
circuit current (Isc) by a full-wave bridge at contacting force of 10 N. Inset: enlarged view of one cycle, showing two current
pulses in the same direction. (d) Dependence of the Isc on the contacting force. Larger contacting force corresponds to higher
current until saturation occurs. Inset: Isc at contacting force less than 50 N. The data points represent a peak value of current
pulses, while the line is the fitted result. (e) Dependence of the current output on external load resistance at a contacting force
of 10 N. Increased load resistance results in lower current output but higher voltage output. The points represent the peak
value of electric signals, while the line is the fitted result. (f) Dependence of the power output on external load resistance at a
contacting force of 500 N, indicating maximum power output when R = 1 MΩ. The curve is a fitted line. (g) Photograph of a
setup in which the TENG acts as a direct power source for 600 commercial green, red, and blue LED bulbs, when footstep falls
on the NG, simultaneously lighting up the LEDs in real-time. The estimated output open-circuit voltage is∼1200 V. Note: all
LEDs are connected serially. Reproduced from ref 20. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
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PTFE surface, σ1 is the charge density of the Cu surface
that is contacted with PTFE, and σ2 is charge density of
the Ag upper surface (Figure 6b), we have21

σ1 ¼� σ

1þ d1
d2εrp

(3)

σ2 ¼� σ � σ1 (4)

where d1 and εrp are the thickness and permittivity of
PTFE, respectively, and chargeQ is stable for a relatively
long time on the PTFE surface; thus σ1 is dictated by the
gap distance d2. The variation of d2 will result in the
redistribution of the charges between Cu and Ag
electrodes through the load R that generates a current
through the load, so that mechanical energy is con-
verted into electricity. The working mechanism of the
TENG is similar to a variable-capacitance generator22

except that the charges are self-generated triboelectric
charges rather than an external power source. Once
the TENG was pressed (Figure 6c), a reduction of the
interlayer distance of d2 would decrease σ1 according
to eq 3, which results in an instantaneous positive
current (Figure 6e). Upon the TENG being released
(Figure 6d), the device would revert back to its original
arch shape due to resilience, the interlayer distance d2
would increase, and the surface charge σ1 increased as
well, resulting in an instantaneous negative current
(Figure 6e).

Although the mechanism illustrated in Figure 6 is
for a flat surface, micro- or nanopatterns can be gen-
erated on surfaces to enhance the contact area
and the effectiveness of the triboelectrification. The
TENG shown in Figure 7 is based on the contact

electrification between patterned PDMS as the top
plate and patterned Al foil as the bottom plate
(Figure 7a).18 According to the triboelectric series, the
purposely chosen PDMS and Al are almost at the two
ends with very large differences in the ability to attract
and retain electrons. The unique arch-shaped structure
of the TENG from the naturally bent top plate, which
helps to carry out the action of effective charge separa-
tion and contact using the elasticity of the film, is
achieved by the following innovative fabrication pro-
cess (Figure 7b,c): The top part starts from a piece of flat
Kapton film (Figure 7b,i). A layer of 500 nm SiO2 film is
deposited using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PECVD) at 250 �C (Figure 7b,ii). Upon cool-
ing to room temperature, the Kapton will shrink to a
much larger extent than the SiO2 film because of the
large difference in thermal expansion coefficients, so
that thermal stress across the interface will make the
plate bent naturally toward the SiO2 side. Then, the
prefabricated PDMS film with pyramid patterns is
glued to the inner surface through a thin PDMS
bonding layer (Figure 7b,iii). Finally, the electrode is
deposited on top (Figure 7b,iv). As for the bottom
plate, an aluminum foil (Figure 7c,i) is patterned with
a typical photolithography process: defining the photo-
resist to the array of square windows (Figure 7c,ii), depo-
siting a layer of aluminum on top (Figure 7c,iii), and
finally lift-off, leaving the patterned Al cubes on the
foil (Figure 7c,iv). At last, the two as-fabricated plates
of the same size are attached face-to-face and sealed
at the two ends. The soft Al plate will be forced to
bend outward under the contraction from the other
plate, so that a gap will form naturally between. The
patterned surfaces of PDMS film (Figure 7d) and Al foil

Figure 6. Design, operating principle, and performance of a TENG in the metal-to-dielectric in contact-separation mode. (a)
Schematic diagram and digital photography of an arch-structured flexible triboelectric nanogenerator. Equivalent circuit of
the TENGwith an external load of Rwhen the device is at (b) origin, (c) pressing, and (d) releasing states and (e) corresponding
current�time curve, respectively. (f) Linear superposition tests of two TENGs (G1 and G2) connected in parallel with the same
polarity (G1 þ G2) and opposite polarity (G1 � G2). Reproduced with permission from ref 21. Copyright 2013 Elsevier.
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(Figure 7e) are fabricated to enhance the triboelectric
charging.

Based on the contact-separation triboelectrification
process, multilayered and stacked TENG can be fabri-
cated in order to enhance the total output power.23,24

Such designs extend TENG from a planar structure to a
volume structure. In such a case, there are two para-
meters for characterizing the output power: surface
power density and volume power density. This type
of 3D-TENG has unique advantages compared to
the conventional solar cell and thermoelectric energy

generator. A solar cell can only receive light from its
normal direction, in which any structure beneath a
certain depth of the structure is ineffective for energy
conversion. A thermal electric generator is limited by
the temperature drop between its two ends, and its
energy harvesting efficiency may not be improved by
designing a thermoelectric generator into a layered or
stacked structure.

Lateral Sliding-Mode-Based TENG: Dielectric-on-

Dielectric Case. There are two basic friction processes:
normal contact and lateral sliding. We demonstrated

Figure 7. Structure and fabrication process of the TENG for metal-to-dielectric in contact-separation mode. (a) Schematic
diagram showing the structural design of the arch-shaped TENG; the inset is the photograph of a typical arch-shaped TENG
device. (b,c) Fabrication flowchart for (b) top plate and (c) bottom plate of the TENG. (d,e) Top view SEM images of (d) PDMS
surface with pyramid patterns and (e) Al surface with cubic patterns; insets are high-magnification images at a tilted angle.
(c,d) TENGdriving a loadwith rectification, anddependenceof (c) the output voltage, current, and (d) instantaneous power on
the resistance of the load. All of the dots are measured values, and the solid lines are fitted curves. Reproduced from ref 19.
Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.
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here a TENG that is designed based on the in-plane
sliding between the two surfaces in lateral direction.25,26

With an intensive triboelectrification facilitated by
sliding friction, a periodic change in the contact area
between two surfaces leads to a lateral separation of
the charge centers, which creates a voltage drop for
driving the flow of electrons in the external load. The
sliding-induced electricity generation mechanism is
schematically depicted in Figure 8a. In the original
position (Figure 8aI), the two polymeric surfaces fully
overlap and intimately contact with each other. Be-
cause of the large difference in the ability to attract
electrons, the triboelectrification will leave the nylon
surface with net positive charges and the PTFEwith net
negative charges with equal density. Since the tribo-
charges on the insulators will only distribute in the
surface layer andwill not be leaked out for an extended
period of time, the separation between the positively
charged surface and negatively charged surface is
negligible at this overlapping position, and thus there
will be little electric potential drop across the two
electrodes. Once the top plate with the positively
charged surface starts to slide outward (Figure 8aII),
the in-plane charge separation is initiated due to the
decrease in contact surface area. The separated
charges will generate an electric field pointing from
the right to the left almost parallel to the plates,

inducing a higher potential at the top electrode. This
potential difference will drive a current flow from the
top electrode to the bottom electrode in order to
generate an electric potential drop that cancels the
tribo-charge-induced potential. Because the vertical
distance between the electrode layer and the tribo-
charged polymeric surface is negligible compared to
the lateral charge separation distance, the amount of
the transferred charges on the electrodes approxi-
mately equals to the amount of the separated charges
at any sliding displacement. Thus, the current flow will
continue with the continuation of the ongoing sliding
process that keeps increasing the separated charges,
until the top plate fully slides out of the bottom plate
and the tribo-charged surfaces are entirely separated
(Figure 8aIII). Themeasured current shouldbedetermined
by the rate at which the two plates are being slid apart.

Subsequently, when the top plate is reverted to
slide backward (Figure 8aIV), the separated charges
begin to contact again but with no annihilation due to
the insulator nature of the polymer materials. The
redundant transferred charges on the electrodes will
flow back through the external load with the increase
of the contact area, in order to keep the electrostatic
equilibrium. This will contribute to a current flow from
the bottom electrode to the top electrode, along with
the second half cycle of sliding. Once the two plates

Figure 8. Working mechanism of the sliding mode TENG for dielectric-on-dielectric case. (a) Sketches that illustrate the
electricity generation process in a full cycle of the sliding motion. (b�d) Finite element simulation of the potential difference
between the two electrodes at consecutive sliding displacements: (b) 0 mm (the overlapping position); (c) 41 mm (sliding
halfway out); (d) 71 mm (fully sliding out). (e) Curves of the simulated potential difference ΔV (red) and transferred charge
densityΔσ (blue) vs the sliding displacement from 11 to 91mm, in which the two plates fully slide out of each other at 71mm
(marked by the purple dot line). Reproduced from ref 26. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
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reach the overlapping position, the charged surfaces
are fully in contact again. There will be no transferred
charges left on the electrode, and the device returns to
the state in Figure 8aI. In this entire cycle, the processes
of sliding outward and inward are symmetric, so a pair
of symmetric alternating current peaks should be
expected.

This in-plane charge-separation-induced potential
difference and charge transfer can be verified through
numerical simulation using COMSOL. The model con-
structed here has the same structure and dimensions
(71 mm � 50 mm surface) with the real device, and
those two tribo-charged surfaces are assigned with a
charge density of (70 μC/m2. The device is in open-
circuit condition, which means no electron transfer
between the two electrodes. As shown by the simula-
tion results, when the two plates are in the fully aligned
stacking position, which corresponds to the state in
Figure 8aI, there is no potential difference generated
(Figure 8b). When the top plate slides about halfway
out (with a displacement of 41 mm), there will be a
2950 V potential difference between the two electro-
des (Figure 8c), and this potential difference will in-
crease to 1.03� 105 Vwhen the top plate just slides out
of contact with the bottom plate (with a displacement
of 71 mm) (Figure 8d). In these simulation results of
Figure 8b�d, the background planes show the poten-
tial distribution in the free space of air surrounding the
TENG, as a result of the in-plane charge separation.
We have also simulated the voltage between the
two electrodes at a series of displacements from
11 to 91 mm. As shown in Figure 8e, the voltage keeps
increasing when the displacement gets larger, even
after the plates slide out of each other. This is because
the voltage is a path integral of the electric field along
the displacement. On the other hand, the amounts of
transferred charges between the two electrodes under
these different displacements are also simulated by
equating the potential of the electrodes at the short-
circuit condition. As shown in Figure 8e, the amount of
transferred charges increases linearly with the displa-
cement before the top plate slides out of the bottom
plate (with a displacement smaller than 71 mm), but
different from the trend of the voltage, the amount of
transferred charges will saturate at the total amount of
tribo-charges on one surface after the plates have fully
slid out of each other because there is no further
charge separation here. So, the effective displacement
region for generating electricity is between 0 and 71mm,
where the contact area of the two plates is changed
during the relative sliding of the two plates.

Lateral Sliding-Mode-Based TENG: Metal-on-Dielec-

tric Case with Linear Grating. In the sliding mode,
introducing linear grating on the sliding surfaces is
an extremely efficient means for energy harvesting.
Linear grating with uniform period is fabricated on
both sliding surfaces. The rows of grating units have

the same size as intervals between, with all rows being
electrically connected at both ends by two buses. The
grating patterns on both sliding surfaces are identical
so that they can match well with each other when
aligned. Although the grating design reduces the total
contact area by half, thus seemingly sacrificing half of
the triboelectric charges, it increases the percentage of
the mismatched area to 100% for a displacement of
only a grating unit length rather than the entire length
of the TENG so that it dramatically increases the
transport efficiency of the induced charges. Induced
free electrons can be pumped back and forth between
electrodes multiple times due to the grating structure,
providing multifolds of output charge compared to a
nongrating TENG. Every row of the grating units can be
considered as a reduced-sized TENG, and it is in parallel
connection with all other rows through buses. In
contrast to a nongrating TENG that needs to be fully
displaced in order to complete pumping of the in-
duced charges for one time, the grating TENG only
requires a displacement of a unit length to completely
transport the induced charges, largely improving the
energy conversion efficiency. With further displace-
ment of another length of the unit, back flow of the
induced charges can be realized. Therefore, for a one-
way sliding process across the whole length of the
TENG, the induced charges can be pumped for 2N � 1
times in total, where N is the number of grating units. If
we take into account that the contacting area de-
creases as the two surfaces slide apart, the following
equation represents the total induced charges Q that
the grating TENG can provide for a single sliding across
the entire length of the TENG:24

Q ¼ (2q0N)N=2 (5)

where q0 is the induced charges generated from a
single grating unit for a displacement of the unit
length.

To demonstrate the capability of the new principle
as a direct power source, a total of 80 commercial LED
bulbs were utilized as operating load (Figure 9a). They
were divided into two groups, which were connected
to a TENG with reversed polarity in order to clearly
demonstrate the AC output without rectification
(Figure 9b). Shown in Figure 9a, one substrate of the
TENG was fixed on a breadboard where the LEDs were
installed, while the other one was attached to human
fingers. As the hand swept back and forth, the sliding
was realized. For a nongrating TENG, the output cur-
rent it delivers to the load is displayed in Figure 9c. It is
noticed that faster sweeping generates higher current
peaks as compared with those from slower sweeping.
Every current peak was capable of simultaneously
lighting up one group of LEDs. Due to the AC output,
the two LED groups were alternately lighted up, as
indicated by “ON” and “OFF” states in Figure 9d.
It is worth noticing that a single sliding process
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corresponds to only a single current peak, which is
visualized by snapshots in Figure 9d. In comparison, a
grating TENG is able to power the load for multiple
times within a single sliding. For a TENG with 8 grating
units, only a displacement of a unit lengthwas required
to light up the LEDs. Therefore, with grating structure,
not only can the TENG have substantial enhancements
of current and charges but also it can provide high-
frequency AC output that enables continuous opera-
tion of electric devices.

Rotation-Mode-Based TENG. The mechanism pre-
sented in Figure 8 can work in either one directional
sliding between two plates or in rotation mode. We
demonstrate a segmentally patterned disk-shaped
TENG, in which a periodic overlapping and separation
process of the two groups of sectors on the two
concentric and closely contacted disks is achieved by
relative rotation.27 The basic structure of the disk TENG
is composed of two disk-shaped components with four
sectors each, as schematically illustrated in Figure
10a�c. The working principle of the disk TENG is based
on the triboelectrification and the relative-rotation-
induced cyclic in-plane charge separation between Al

and Kapton, as shown in Figure 10d. In the relative
rotation, the Al surface and Kapton surface slide one
relative to the other, so that the electrons will be
injected from the Al foil to the inner surface of the
Kapton film, leaving net positive charges on the Al foil
and net negative charges on the Kapton film. The
electricity generation process of the disk TENG can
be divided into four stages: In stage I, the two disks are
at an overlapping position. Since the two charged
surfaces are closely contacted with no polarization,
there will be no potential difference between the two
electrodes, thus no current flow in the external load.
When the Al foil rotates in reference to the Kapton film,
the corresponding two segments start to have a
partially mismatched contact area (stage II), and the
in-plane tribo-charges are thus separated in the direc-
tion almost parallel to the sliding direction, which will
induce a higher potential on the Al layer than the
Kapton's electrode, thus the electrons in the electrode
attached to the Kapton filmwill be driven to flow to the
Al foil through an external load (forming a current flow
in the reverse direction), so that an opposite potential
is generated to balance the potential difference

Figure 9. Demonstration of the sliding mode TENG for metal-on-dielectric case with a fine grating structure. (a) Photograph
that shows the experimental setup. Inset: four rows of LED bulbs that are being lighted up. (b) Electric circuit diagram,
indicating the four rows of LEDs are divided into two groups with reversed connection polarities. (c) Short-circuit current
generated from a nongrating TENG as the relative displacement results from reciprocating sweeping of a human hand.
(d) Enlarged view of the section highlighted in (c). Insets: snapshots that show the states of the two groups of LEDs
corresponding to the current peaks. (e) Different stages of the sliding process as a TENGwith 8 grating units is being slid apart
(left column) and corresponding states of the two groups of LEDs during the sliding process (right column). Reproduced from
ref 25. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
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created by the separated tribo-charges. In this process,
the electrons keep flowing until the two disks are fully

mismatch in the contacting segmented areas (e.g., for
45� rotation in this case), which is represented by stage

Figure 10. Rotating TENG in segmented disk configuration. (a) Schematic illustration showing the structure design of the disk
TENG. The inset (bottom left) is an enlargedfigure showing the Kaptonnanorodarray createdon the surface area. (b) Top view
SEM imageof the Kapton nanorods showing its uniformity in a large range. The inset is a high-magnification SEM imageof the
Kapton nanorods in 30� tilted view. The scale bar is 500 nm. (c) Photograph showing the two parts of a real disk TENG. (d)
Schematic illustrations showing the proposed working principle of the disk TENG with the electron flow diagram in four
consecutive stageswithin a full cycle of electricity generation. Please note that only one pair of sectors (the cross-section area
entangled in Figure 1awas shownwith surface charges for clarity of illustration, and the surface charges on the interface area
between Al foil and Kapton film are hidden and are not drawn for easy presentation. (e) relationship between the output
voltage/current and the resistance of an external load. (f) Relationshipbetween the effective power density and the resistance
of the external load. The maximum power is received when the external resistance is 10 MΩ. Reproduced from ref 27.
Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
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III. At this moment, both the induced potential differ-
ence and the amount of transferred charges between
the two electrodes reach themaximumvalues. In stage
IV, as the top plate continues spinning, the Kapton
surface begins to contact another adjacent sector of Al
foil, and the potential difference between two electro-
des will drop with the decrease of the mismatch area.
As a result, the electrons will flow back in the opposite
direction from the Al foil to the electrode attached to
the Kapton film. Thus, the entire processwill result in an
alternating current (AC) output. Such a charge transfer
cycle will start over from stage I when the two plates
reach a complete overlapping again. Figure 10e shows
the resistance dependence of both output current
density and voltage, from 10 Ω to 1 GΩ. The output
current density decreases with the increasing resis-
tance, while the output voltage shows the reverse
trend, but both the current and voltage tend to
saturate at both high and low ends of the resistance.
The power density was also plotted as a function of
external resistance in Figure 10f. The output power
density first increases at a low resistance region and
then decreases at a higher resistance region. Themaxi-
mum value of the power density of∼1 W/m2 occurs at
∼10 MΩ.

A schematic diagram of a cylindrical rotating TENG
with 6 strip units is shown in Figure 11a.28 The TENG
has a core�shell structure that is composed of a

column connected to a rotational motor and a hollow
tube fixed on a holder. Here, acrylic was selected as the
structural material due to its light weight, good ma-
chinability, and proper strength. On the inner surface
of the fixed tube, metal strips made of copper are
evenly distributed, with each having a central angle of
30�, creating equal-sized intervals between. These
metal strips, connected by a bus at one end, play dual
roles as a sliding surface and as a common electrode.
On the surface of the rotatable column, a collection of
separated strips of foam tape were adhered as a buffer
layer with a central angle of 30� for each unit. The
buffer layer is a critical design that ensures robustness
and tolerance on off-axis rotation, which will be dis-
cussed in detail later. On top of the foam tape, a layer of
copper and a layer of PTFE film are conformably
attached in sequence. The copper layer serves as back
electrode of the TENG. The outer surface of the PTFE
film is modified by spreading a layer of PTFE nanopar-
ticles to enhance energy conversion efficiency.

The working principle of a rotating TENG can be
described by the coupling of contact electrification
and electrostatic induction. The design of the cylind-
rical rotating TENG is based on the relative sliding
motion of grated surfaces. Here, a pair of sliding units
is selected to illustrate the process of electricity gen-
eration, as schemed in Figure 11b. The foam tape and
nanoparticles on the PTFE film are not presented for

Figure 11. Rotation TENG in cylindrical configuration. (a) Design and structure of the cylindrical rotation TENG. (b) Working
principle of the TENG. (c) Maximum Isc as a function of linear rotational velocity/rotation rate of 1.33 m/s (a rotation rate of
1000 r/min). (d)MaximumVoc as a function of linear rotational velocity/rotation rate. (e) Equivalent direct current as a function
of linear rotational velocity/rotation rate. Reproduced from ref 28. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
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simplification and clear illustration. At the aligned
position, the two parts of the sliding pair completely
match because of the same central angle. Upon con-
tact between the PTFE film and themetal strips, charge
transfer takes place. Due to the difference on tribo-
electric polarities, electrons are injected from metal
into the surface of PTFE. Since the two sliding surfaces
are completely aligned, triboelectric charges with op-
posite polarities are fully balanced out, making no
electron flow in the external circuit (Figure 11bI). Once
a relative sliding occurs as a result of rotation, tribo-
electric charges on the mismatched areas cannot be
compensated. The negative ones on the PTFEwill drive
free electrons on the back electrode to the sliding
electrode through the external circuit due to electro-
static induction, neutralizing positive triboelectric
charges on the sliding electrode and leaving positively
induced charges behind on the back electrode
(Figure 11bII). The flow of the induced electrons lasts
until the mismatch between the two sliding surfaces
reaches the maximum when the positive triboelectric
charges are fully screened by induced electrons
(Figure 11bIII). As the relative rotation continues, the
PTFE filmwill come into contact with an adjacentmetal
strip (Figure 11bIV). Thus, the induced electrons will
flow back in an opposite direction until the fully
aligned position is restored (Figure 11bI). Therefore,
in a cycle of electricity generation, AC electric output is
generated. Since all of the sliding units are electrically
connected in parallel, output current from different
units are synchronized to constructively add up.

To characterize the electric output, Isc and Voc of a
rotating TENG with 6 strip units were measured at a
rotation rate of 1000 r/min, corresponding to an
equivalent linear rotational velocity of 1.33 m/s. An
approximately linear relationship between the linear
rotational velocity and the current amplitude can be
derived from the results shown in Figure 11c. The linear
relationship between the velocity and output current
can be explained by the increasing frequency. The Voc
stays stable at different rotation rate because the
voltage is only a function of percentage of mismatch
as shown in Figure 11d. For output charge, a higher
current frequency produces a larger amount of accu-
mulative charges within the same period of time,
resulting in a larger equivalent direct current. As shown
in Figure 11e, the equivalent direct current increases
from 3.7 to 38.9 μA when the linear rotational velocity
increases from 0.13 to 1.33 m/s.

Single-Electrode-Based TENG. The TENGs presented
in the last few sections must have two electrodes in
order to form a closed circuit for the electrons to flow.
Such a configuration is possible for a working alone
system, but it introduces difficulty in engineering de-
sign for specific applications such as harvesting energy
from a rotating tire. In this section, we introduce a
single-electrode-based TENG that ismore practical and

feasible design for some applications such as finger-tip-
driven TENG.29�32 To obtain a more quantitative
understanding about the TENG, we employed finite
element simulation to calculate the electric potential
distribution in the TENG and the charge transfer be-
tween the ITO electrode and ground using COMSOL.
The constructed model is based on a skin patch and a
PDMS film on the ITO electrode with the dimensions of
45 mm � 65 mm and thickness of 1 mm for skin,
0.5 mm for PDMS film, 1 mm for ITO electrode, as
depicted in Figure 12a. The ITO electrode was con-
nected with the ground. The triboelectric charge den-
sities on the skin and PDMS film were assumed to be
þ10 and �10 μC/m2, respectively. Figure 12b shows
the calculated results of the electric potential distribu-
tion in the TENG under the different separation dis-
tances of 0.5, 10, 30, and 60 mm. When the skin and
PDMS fully contact with each other, the electric poten-
tials on both the skin and PDMS approach zero. The
electric potential difference was found to increase dra-
matically with increasing separation distance. When
they are separated by 60 mm, the electric potential on
the skin surface reaches 1.2 � 104 V, while the electric
potential on the PDMS is still close to zero, which is
associatedwith contact with the ITO electrode/ground.
As illustrated in Figure 12c, the amount of the total
charges on the ITO electrode was plotted as a function
of separation distance between the skin and PDMS. It
increases with increasing separation distance, reveal-
ing that charge transfer decreases with increasing
distance. These results are consistent with the mea-
sured change in charge quantity when the contacted
skin was removed from the PDMS film, as shown in
Figure 12d.

The working principle of the fabricated TENG is
schematically shown in Figure 12e by the coupling of
contact electrification and electrostatic induction. In
the original position, the surfaces of skin and PDMS
fully contact with each other, resulting in charge trans-
fer between them. According to the triboelectric series,
electrons were injected from the skin to the PDMS
since the PDMS is more triboelectrically negative than
skin, which is the contact electrification process. The
produced triboelectric charges with opposite polarities
are fully balanced/screened, leading to no electron
flow in the external circuit. Once a relative separation
between PDMS and skin occurs, these triboelectric
charges cannot be compensated. The negative charges
on the surface of the PDMS can induce positive charges
on the ITO electrode, driving free electrons to flow from
the ITO electrode to ground. This electrostatic induc-
tion process can give an output voltage/current signal
if the distance separating the touching skin and the
bottom PDMS is appreciably comparable to the size of
the PDMS film. When negative triboelectric charges on
the PDMS are fully screened from the induced positive
charges on the ITO electrode by increasing the
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separation distance between the PDMS and skin, no
output signals can be observed, as illustrated. More-
over, when the skin was reverted to approach the
PDMS, the induced positive charges on the ITO elec-
trode decrease and the electrons will flow from ground
to the ITO electrode until the skin and PDMS fully
contact with each other again, resulting in a reversed
output voltage/current signal. This is a full cycle of the
electricity generation process for the TENG in contact-
separation mode.

The mechanism of the single-electrode-based slid-
ing TENG is schematically depicted in Figure 13a. In the
original position, the surfaces of PTFE and Al fully
overlap and intimately contact with each other. Ac-
cording to the triboelectric series, the contact between
the PTFE and Al will result in electrons being injected
from Al to PTFE since PTFE is much more triboelectri-
cally negative than Al. The produced negative tribo-
electric charges can be preserved on the PTFE surface
for a long time due to the nature of the insulator. Once
the top PTFE with the negatively charged surface starts
to slide outward, it will result in the decrease of the
induced positive charges on the Al, thus the electrons
flow from ground to Al, producing a positive current
signal. When the top PTFE fully slides out of the bottom
Al, the two triboelectric charged surfaces are entirely
separated, and then an equilibrium state can be cre-
ated with no output voltage/current. When the top
PTFE plate is reverted to slide backward, the induced
positive charges on the Al increase, driving the elec-
trons to flow from Al to ground to produce a negative
current signal. Once the two plates completely reach

the overlapping position, the charged surfaces get into
full contact again and there will be no change of the
induced charges on the Al, thus no output current can
be observed. This is a full cycle of the single-electrode-
based sliding TENG working process.

The electric potential distribution in the TENG and
the charge transfer between the Al and ground can be
verified through numerical simulation using COMSOL.
The proposed model is based on a PTFE patch and an
Al plate with the same dimensions (5 cm � 8 cm �
0.1 cm), as shown in the inset of Figure 13b. The
triboelectric charge density on the PTFE was assumed
to be�10 μC/m2. The Al plate was connected with the
ground. Figure 13b depicts the calculated results of the
electric potential distribution in the TENG under four
different sliding distances of 0, 16, 26, and 40 mm.
When two plates are fully overlapped, the electric
potential on the PTFE surface approaches zero. When
the top PTFE plate slides out with a displacement of
26 mm, the electric potential on the PTFE surface is up
to�6000V. It canbe clearly seen that the electric potential
difference between the PTFE and the Al increases
dramatically with increasing sliding distance. As illu-
strated in Figure 13c, the amount of the total charges
on the Al plate decreases linearly with increasing
sliding distance, indicating that the transferred charges
between Al and the ground increase with the increas-
ing sliding distance.

Usually, the effective output power of the TENG
depends on the match with the loading resistance.
Figure 13d shows the resistance dependence of both
output voltage and the output current density with the

Figure 12. Single-electrode TENG in contact-separation mode. (a) Schematic diagram of the model for the calculation.
(b) Finite element simulation of the potential distribution in the TENG for the different separation distances between the skin
and PDMSfilm. (c) Total charges on the ITO electrode as a function of the separationdistance between the skin andPDMSfilm.
The increase in total charges is a result of the electron flow from ITO to ground. (d) Measured charge quantity when the
applied pressure on the PDMS film was released. (e) Sketches that illustrate the electricity generation process in a full cycle.
(I) Full contact between the human skin and PDMS film. (II) Two surfaces are separatedwith a small distance. (III) Two surfaces
are separated with a large distance. (IV) Separated two surfaces are approaching. Reproduced with permission from ref 29.
Copyright 2013 Wiley.
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resistance from 10 Ω to 1 GΩ. The output voltage of
the device rises up with increasing the loading resis-
tance, while the current density drops with the in-
crease of the resistance. As shown in Figure 13e, the
output power density was plotted as a function of the
loading resistance. The instantaneous power density
remains close to 0 with the resistance below 1MΩ and
then increases in the resistance region from1 to 100MΩ.

The power density decreases under the larger loading
resistance (>100 MΩ). The maximum value of the
output power density reaches 350mW/m2 at a loading
resistance of 100 MΩ.

Applications of TENG. TENG is a physical process of
converting mechanical agitation to an electric signal
through the triboelectrification (in inner circuit)
and electrostatic induction processes (in outer circuit).

Figure 13. Single-electrode TENG in slidingmode. (a) Sketches that illustrate the electricity generation process in a full cycle.
(b) Finite element simulation of the potential distribution in the TENG. The inset shows themodel for the calculation with the
separation distance of 0.2 mm between PTFE and Al. (c) Curve of the induced charge quantity on the Al electrode versus the
sliding distance from 0 to 40 mm. (d) Dependence of the output voltage and the current density on the external loading
resistance. (e) Plot of the power density versus the loading resistance. Reproduced from ref 30. Copyright 2013 American
Chemical Society.
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This basic process has been demonstrated for two
major applications. The first application is energy
harvesting with a particular advantage of harvesting
mechanical energy. The other application is to serve as
a self-powered active sensor because it does not need
an external power source to drive. In this section, we
briefly summarize the applications that have been
demonstrated in these two areas.

Harvesting Vibration Energy. Vibration is one of the
most popular phenomena in our daily life, from walk-
ing, voices, engine vibration, automobile, train, aircraft,
wind, and many more. It exists almost everywhere and
at all times. Harvesting vibration energy is of great
value especially for poweringmobile electronics. Based
on the fundamental principles introduced in section 4,
various technologies have been demonstrated for
harvesting vibration energy.

Cantilever-based technique is a classical approach
for harvestingmechanical energy, especially for MEMS.
By designing the contact surface of a cantilever with
the top and bottom surfaces during vibration, TENG
has been demonstrated for harvesting ambient vibra-
tion energy based on the contact-separation mode.
With the assistance of nanowire arrays fabricated onto
the surfaces of beryllium copper alloys foils, the newly
designed TENG produces an open-circuit voltage up to
101 V, a short-circuit current of 55.7 μA, with a corre-
sponding peak power density of 252.3 mW/m2.33

To harvest the energy from a backpack, we demon-
strated a rationally designed TENG with integrated
rhombic gridding, which greatly improved the total
current output owing to the structurally multiplied unit
cells connected in parallel.34 With the hybridization of
both the contact-separation mode and sliding electri-
fication mode among nanowire arrays and nanopores
fabricated onto the surfaces of two contact plates, the
newly designed TENG produces an open-circuit vol-
tage up to 428 V and a short-circuit current of 1.395mA
with a peak power density of 30.7 W/m2. Based on the
TENG, a self-powered backpack was developed with a
vibration-to-electric energy conversion efficiency up to
10.6%. The newly designed TENG can be a mobile
power source for field engineers, explorers, and disaster-
relief workers.

With the use of four supporting springs, a harmonic
resonator-based TENG has been fabricated based on
the resonance-induced contact separation between
the two triboelectric materials, which has been used
to harvest vibration energy from an automobile en-
gine, a sofa, and a desk.35 It produces a uniform quasi-
sinusoidal signal output, with an open-circuit voltage
up to 287.4 V, a short-circuit current amplitude of 76.8
μA, and a peak power density 726.1 mW/m2. It can
effectively respond to input vibration frequency from 2
to 200 Hzwith a considerably wideworking bandwidth
of 13.4 Hz. The harmonic resonator-based TENG is very
sensitive to small ambient vibrations such as an

operating automobile engine; it can also act as an
active vibration sensor for ambient vibration detection.
This work not only presents a new principle in the field
of vibration energy harvesting but also greatly expands
the applicability of TENGs as power sources for self-
sustained electronics.

Recently, a three-dimensional triboelectric nano-
generator (3D-TENG) has been designed based on a
hybridization mode of conjunction the vertical con-
tact-separation mode and the in-plane sliding mode.36

The innovative design facilitates harvesting random
vibration energy in multiple directions over a wide
bandwidth. An analytical model is established to in-
vestigate the mechano-triboelectric transduction of
3D-TENG, and the results agree well with experimental
data. Compared with the state-of-the-art vibration
energy harvesters, the 3D-TENG is able to harvest
ambient vibration in out-of-plane direction (z-axis)
with extremely wide working bandwidth up to 75 Hz
at a frequency of ∼63.5 Hz (Δf/f ∼ 1.18) and arbitrary
in-plane (x�y plane) directions with a bandwidth of
14.4 Hz at a frequency of ∼38 Hz (Δf/f ∼ 0.38). The
maximum power densities of 1.35 and 1.45 W/m2 have
been achieved under out-of-plane and in-plane excita-
tions, respectively. The 3D-TENG is designed for har-
vesting ambient vibration energy, especially at low
frequencies, under a range of conditions in daily life,
thus, opening the applications of TENG in environ-
mental/infrastructure monitoring, charging portable
electronics, and Internet.

Harvesting Energy from Human Body Motion. Hu-
manmotion has an abundant amount of energy, which
can be useful for charging portable electronics and
biomedical applications. We have demonstrated a
packaged power-generating insole with built-in flex-
ible multilayered triboelectric nanogenerators that
enable harvesting mechanical pressure during normal
walking. The TENG used here relies on the contact-
separation mode and is effective in responding to the
periodic compression of the insole. Using the insole as
a direct power source, we develop a fully packaged
self-lighting shoe that has broad applications for dis-
play and entertainment purposes. Furthermore, a pro-
totype of a wearable charging gadget is introduced to
charge portable consumer electronics, such as cell
phones. This work presents a successful initial attempt
in applying energy-harvesting technology for self-
powered electronics in our daily life, which will have
broad impact on people's living style in the near future.

A TENG can be attached to the inner layer of a shirt
for harvesting energy from body motion. Under gen-
eral walking, the maximum output of voltage and
current density are up to 17 V and 0.02 μA/cm2,
respectively. The TENG with a single layer size of
2 cm � 7 cm � 0.08 cm sticking on clothes was
demonstrated as a sustainable power source that not
only can directly light up 30 light-emitting diodes but
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also can charge a lithium ion battery by persistently
clapping clothes. The electric energy stored in the
lithium ion battery was used to power a biosensor for
detecting glucose. The detection of bioactive chemi-
cals in our body using the energy harvested from
body motion is demonstrated. Moreover, due to the
sensitivity and desirable stability to periodic vibra-
tion, the TENGwas used tomeasure stride frequency,
as well.

TENG as Self-Powered Active Strain/Force Sensors. A
TENG automatically generates an output voltage and
current once it is mechanically triggered. The magni-
tude or the output signal signifies the impact of the
mechanical deformation and its time-dependent be-
havior. This basic principle of the TENG can be applied
as a self-powered pressure sensor.15,37,38 Figure 14a
illustrates the voltage output signal of various types of
sensor devices to the applied pressure induced by a
droplet of water (8mg,∼3.6 Pa of pressure). All types of
TENGs have a high sensitivity and fast response to the
external force and show a sharp peak signal. The
sensitivities of the line-featured and cube-featured
sensors were about 5 and 10 times, respectively, larger
than that of the unstructured film-featured sensor. The
pyramid-featured device showed the highest sensitiv-
ity in the four types of pressure sensors. Furthermore,
we measured the response to the impact of a piece of
feather (20 mg, ∼0.4 Pa in contact pressure), corre-
sponding to a low-end detection limit of 13 mPa. In
Figure 14b, the sensor shows two opposite voltage
signal curves indicating the feather loading (on) and
unloading (off) process. In the real situation, when the
feather falls on the sensor, it will go through two
processes: initially touching the sensor and completely
falling on the sensor. The sensor signal can delicately
show these details of the entire process. The existing
results show that our sensor can be applied tomeasure
the subtle pressure in real life.

In the case where we make a matrix array of TENGs,
we can have a large-area and self-powered pressure
map applied on a surface.32 The response of the TENG
array with local pressure was measured through a
multichannel measurement system. On the basis of
this working principle, we demonstrated the tactile
imaging capability of the TEAS matrix by loading
pressure through predesigned plastic architecture
with the calligraphy of the letters “TENG”. Before
applying the pressure, the voltage output from all of
the pixels of the TEAS matrix was at the background
level, as displayed in Figure 15b. Figure 15c�f shows
the two-dimensional contour plot of the peak value of
the voltage responses that were measured when ex-
ternal pressures were applied through each architec-
ture. The highlighted color represents the area under
pressing through each letter, as outlined by the white
dashed lines. These plots elaborate the spatial resolu-
tion of the TEAS matrix for distinguishably mapping
the calligraphy of the applied pressure and its potential
applications such as personal signature recognition. In
addition, to gain a more intuitive understanding of the
“self-powered” pressure mapping functionality of the
TEAS matrix, each nine units of the same array device
were connected in parallel to power up a serially
connected array of LEDs showing “T”, “E”, “N”, and
“G”. This demonstration proves that the TEAS matrix
can work as an external power source and a sensor
array simultaneously for a truly stand-alone self-pow-
ered system.

There are two types of output signals from the
TENG: open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current.
The open-circuit voltage is only dictated by the final
configuration of the TENG after applying a mechanical
triggering, so that it is a measure of the magnitude of
the deformation, which is attributed to the static
information to be provided by TENG. The output
current depends on the rate at which the induced

Figure 14. TENG as self-powered pressure sensor. (A) Performance of the pressure sensor device induced by a droplet of
water falling fromabout 5 cmhigh. The voltage responses of various types of sensor devicesweremeasured. (B) Performance
of the pressure sensor device inducedby a piece of feather. The top inset image illustrates the process that a double peakwas
induced by placement of the feather. The bottom inset image shows the photograph of the feather induced pressure sensor.
Reproduced from ref 15. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.
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charge would flow, so that the current signal is more
sensitive to the dynamic process of how the mechan-
ical triggering is applied.

The active pressure sensor and the integrated
sensor array based on the triboelectric effect presented
in this work have several advantages over conven-
tional passive pressure sensors. First, the active sensor
in this work is capable of both static pressure sensing
using the open-circuit voltage and dynamic pressure
sensing using the short-circuit current, while conven-
tional sensors are usually incapable of dynamic sensing
to provide the loading rate information. Second, the
prompt response of both static and dynamic sensing
enables the revealing of details about the loading
pressure. Third, the detection limit of the TENG for
dynamic sensing is as low as 2.1 Pa, owing to the high
output of the TENG. Fourth, the active sensor array
presented in this work has no power consumption and
could even be combined with its energy harvesting
functionality for self-powered pressure mapping. Fu-
ture works in this field involve the miniaturization of
the pixel size to achieve higher spatial resolution, and
the integration of the TEAS matrix onto a fully flexible
substrate for shape-adaptive pressure imaging.

One of the materials for the TENG can be human
skin based on the single-electrode-based TENG.30 This
allows a direct interface of fingertip and a transparent
bottom electrode material as device for touch pad and
smart skin applications. As shown in Figure 16, the
output voltage signals of 16 devices were recorded in
real-time as a mapping figure. By addressing and
monitoring the positive output voltage signals in 16
channels of the tactile sensor system, the touched
information of a human finger including the position
and pressure can be attained by analysis of the mea-
sured mapping figures. If larger pressure is applied on
the device, the larger output voltage signals can be
observed in themapping figures. Figure 16a presents a
photograph of the device when the sixth and 11th
devices in the matrix were simultaneously touched.
Two, almost the same, pressures of about 4.9 kPa can
be confirmed by the analysis of the obtained same
output voltage signals in the corresponding mapping
image, as shown in Figure 16b. Figure 16c displays the
response of the device to the localized pressure in-
duced by two fingers when the matrix was rotated by
90�. The obtained mapping figure clearly reveals that
the seventh and 10th devices were touched, where the
produced pressures of about 7.0 kPa are larger than
those in Figure 16b. When the pressures were applied
along the diagonal line of the matrix by using the
side surface of a human hand, the distinctive changes
in the output voltage signals can be observed, reveal-
ing an increase of the pressure from 3.2 to 6.0 kPa
along the diagonal line, as illustrated in Figure 16d.
When the pressures were applied on all 16 devices by
using the human hand, the recorded mapping figure
(Figure 16e) shows that all the devices are functional
and the pressures on devices 1�8 are obviously larger
than those on devices 9�16. The real-time detection of
the touched actions on the flexible devices is a desir-
able feature for sensors embedded in robots or pros-
thetic devices. Figure 16f shows a photograph of the
flexible matrix attached to a transparent acrylic tube.
When the pressures were applied on the tube surface
by using the humanhand, the largest pressure of about
7.3 kPa occurs at the marked area (the white dashed
line in Figure 16g), which is consistent with the mea-
sured mapping figure, as shown in Figure 16k. Such a
demonstration can also be done by placing a trans-
parent TENG array on the display panel of a cell phone
or underneath the keyboards during typing, clearly
demonstrating its potential as sensors and as potential
energy harvester.

TENG as Self-Powered Active Chemical Sensors. As
for TENG, maximizing the charge generation on oppo-
site sides can be achieved by selecting the materials
with the largest difference in the ability to attract
electrons and changing the surface morphology. In
such a case, the output of the TENG depends on the
type and concentration of molecules adsorbed on the

Figure 15. Self-powered pressure mapping using an array
of TENG. (a) Schematic illustration of the TENG array. (b)
Background signal with no pressure applied on the TENG
matrix. The inset is color scaling of voltage for all the
measurements in thisfigure. (c�f) Two-dimensional voltage
contour plot from the multichannel measurement of the
TENGmatrixwith an external pressure uniformly and locally
applied onto the device through architectures with calli-
graphy of “T”, “E”, “N”, and “G”. Reproduced from ref 37.
Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
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surface of the triboelectric materials, which can be
used for fabricating chemical and biochemical
sensors.39 In our case, the performance of the TENG
depends on the assembly of Au nanoparticles (NPs)
onto themetal plate. These assembled Au NPs not only
act as steady gaps between the twoplates at strain-free
conditions but also enable the function of enlarging
the contact area of the two plates, which will increase
the electrical output of the TENG. Through further
modification of 3-mercaptopropionic acid (3-MPA)
molecules on the assembled Au NPs, the high-output
nanogenerator can become a highly sensitive and
selective nanosensor toward Hg2þ ion detection be-
cause of the different triboelectric polarity of Au NPs
and Hg2þ ions (Figure 17a). On the basis of this unique
structure, the output voltage and current of the tribo-
electric nanosensor (TENG) reached 105 V and 63 μA
with an effective dimension of 1 cm � 1 cm. Under
optimum conditions, this TENG is selective for the
detection of Hg2þ ions, with a detection limit of 30
nM and linear range from 100 nM to 5 μM (Figure 17b).
With its high sensitivity, selectivity, and simplicity, the
TENG holds great potential for the determination of
Hg2þ ions in environmental samples. The TENG is a future
sensing system for unreachable and access-denied

extreme environments. As different ions, molecules,
and materials have their unique triboelectric polarities,
we expect that the TENG can become either an

Figure 16. TENG as self-powered touch pad sensor and smart skin. (a) Photograph of the matrix touched by two human
fingers. (b�e) Measured mapping figures under different pressures. (f) Photograph of the fabricated matrix attached to an
acrylic tube. (g) Measured mapping figure when the device in (f) was touched by a human hand. Reproduced from ref 31.
Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.

Figure 17. TENG as self-powered chemical sensor for de-
tecting Hg2þ ions. Top: Fabrication of the TENG functiona-
lized with Au nanoparticles at one side. Bottom: Sensitivity
and selectivity of the as-developed TENG for the detection
of Hg2þ ions. The concentration of all metal ions tested in
the selectivity experiment was 5 μM. Reproduced with
permission from ref 39. Copyright 2013 Wiley.
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TABLE 1. Triboelectric Series for SomeCommonMaterials Following a Tendency To Easily Lose Electrons (Positive) andTo

Gain Electrons (Negative)6
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electrical turn-on or turn-off sensor when the analytes
are selectively binding to the modified electrode sur-
face. We believe this work will serve as the stepping
stone for related TENG studies and inspire the devel-
opment of TENG toward other metal ions and biomo-
lecules such as DNA and proteins in the near future.

Water-Surface-Based TENG for Chemical Sensors.

Most recently, we have demonstrated a newly de-
signed TENG based on the contact electrification be-
tween a patterned PDMS pyramid array and water.40

This new prototype water�TENG provided an open-
circuit voltage of 52 V and a short-circuit current
density of 2.45 mA m�2 with a peak power density of
nearly 0.13 W m�2. The dependence of the electrical
outputs on the contact frequency and motions of
water wave has been systematically studied. Tap water
and deionized water with similar ion concentration to
seawater were also evaluated and showed the poten-
tial for harvesting water-related energy from the envi-
ronment. Compared with traditional TENGs that are
designed for the contact of solid materials, this study
opens the possibility of utilizing liquidmovements and
extends its application scope in chemistry and chemi-
cal sensors.

Theory of TENG. To help understand the basic output
of the TENG, analytical and numerical theories have
been developed to calculate the output voltage, cur-
rent, and charges.41 A theoretical model for the contact-
separation mode TENG was first developed. Based on
the theoretical model, its real-time output characteristics
and the relationship between the optimum resistance
and TENG parameters were derived. The theory can
serve as an important guidance for rational design of
the TENG structure in specific applications.

A theoretical model for the sliding-mode TENG has
also been developed. The finite element method was
utilized to characterize the distributions of electric
potential, electric field, and charges on the metal
electrodes of the TENG.42 Based on the FEM calcula-
tion, the semianalytical results from the interpolation
method and the analytical V�Q�x relationship were
built to study the sliding-mode TENG. The analytical
V�Q�x equation was validated through comparison
with the semianalytical results. Furthermore, based on
the analytical V�Q�x equation, dynamic output per-
formance of sliding-mode TENG was calculated with
arbitrary load resistance, and good agreement with
experimental data was reached. The theory presented
here is a milestone work for in-depth understanding of
the workingmechanism of the sliding-mode TENG and
provides a theoretical basis for further enhancement of
the sliding-mode TENG for both energy scavenging
and self-powered sensor applications.

Choice of Materials and Surface Structures. Almost all
materials we know have triboelectrification effect,
from metal, to polymer, to silk, and to wood, almost
everything. All of these materials can be candidates for

fabricating TENGs, so the material choices for TENGs
are huge. However, the ability of amaterial to gain/lose
electrons depends on its polarity. John Carl Wilcke
published the first triboelectric series in 1757 on static
charges.43,44 Table 1 gives such a series for some
conventional materials. A material toward the bottom
of the series, when touched to a material near the top
of the series, will attain a more negative charge. The
further away two materials are from each other on the
series, the greater the charge transferred.

Beside the choice of the materials in the tribo-
electric series, the morphologies of the surfaces can
be modified by physical techniques with the creation
of pyramid-, square-, or hemisphere-based micro- or
nanopatterns, which are effective for enhancing the
contact area and possibly the triboelectrification. How-
ever, the created bumpy structure on the surface may
increase the friction force, which may possibly reduce
the energy conversion efficiency of the TENG. There-
fore, an optimization has to be designed to maximize
the conversion efficiency.

The surfaces of the materials can be functionalized
chemically using various molecules, nanotubes, nano-
wires, or nanoparticles, in order to enhance the tri-
boelectrification effect. Surface functionalization can
largely change the surface potential. The introduction
of nanostructures on the surfaces can change the local
contact characteristics, which may improve the triboe-
lectrification. This will involve a large amount of studies
for testing a range of materials and a range of available
nanostructures.

Besides these pure materials, the contact materials
can be made of composites, such as embedding nano-
particles in a polymermatrix. This changes not only the
surface electrification but also the permittivity of the
materials so that they can be effective for electrostatic
induction.

Therefore, there are numerous ways to enhance the
performance of the TENG from the materials point of
view. This gives an excellent opportunity for chemists
and materials scientists to do extensive study both in
basic science and in practical applications. In contrast,
materials systems for solar cell and thermal electrics,
for example, are rather limited, and there are not very
many choices for high-performance devices.

SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES

As sparked by the first discovery of nanogenerators
in 2006, research in nanoenergy has inspired world-
wide interest. Nanoenergy is about the applications of
nanomaterials and nanotechnology for harvesting en-
ergy for powering micro/nanosystems. The discovery
of the triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) is a major
milestone in the field of converting mechanical energy
into electricity for building self-powered systems. It
offers a completely new approach for harvesting me-
chanical energy using organic and inorganic materials.
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Figure 18 gives a summary about our progress made
from January 2012 to January 2013 in the performance
of the TENG, a 5 order of magnitude enhancement in
output power density! The area power density reaches
313 W/m2, and volume density reaches 490 kW/m3.
The TENG can bemade intomultilayers so thatwe have
a three-dimensional nanogenerator. Such high perfor-
mance outplays many existing technologies in its
category. We anticipate that muchmore enhancement
of the output power density will be demonstrated in
the next few years. Such a huge output makes it
possible not only for self-powered portable electronics
but also for harvesting energy from wind and ocean
wave. Therefore, TENG is a new energy technology
for the next century! We anticipate a worldwide
study of TENG in the next few years, and soon
some industrial products and applications will be
achieved. Since the mostly useful materials are
organic, TENG is an organic nanogenerator, which
is expected to be equally important as organic LEDs
and organic solar cells.
Furthermore, TENG has to be hybridized with other

technologies such as solar cell and thermal electric
generators to simultaneously harvest multiple-type
energies. TENG also has to be hybridized with an
energy storage unit to form a self-charged power pack.
The future is about material and device hybridization.
The self-powering idea is a new paradigm in nano-
technology for truly achieving sustainable self-
sufficient micro/nanosystems, which are of critical
importance for sensing, medical science, infrastruc-
ture/environmental monitoring, defense technology,
and even personal electronics. Therefore, nano is not
only beautiful but, more importantly, nano has to be
useful! Nanotechnology has the obligation to solve
some of the critical problems facing the sustainable

development of the world. This has to be the goal of
nanotechnology now and in the future.
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